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Questions and Answers document 

Q1 

 

A1 Not Accepted 

Q2 -  ( بخصوصObject Storage :LOT 1 ) 

the main request for this Object storage is” to be compatible with Veeam backup software (as a secondary repository) “. 
We are highly recommended to present alternative solution based on NAS SOLUTION support NFS & CIFS and fully comply & 
Integrated with VEAM backup software, but not support the S3 protocol which supported only with Object storage? 

A2 Not Accepted 

Q3  ( بخصوص Lot 2: SAN Storage ) 
Please Note that all requested specifications comply with Multiple vendors Mid-Range SAN storage, Kindly can you modify the 
specs to accept the Mid-Range SAN storage instead of Enterprise level storage . 

A3 Accepted, but must comply with the required specs. 

Q4 Please declare the rest capacity needed additional to the 10% or 20% SSD? is it SAS 10K or NLSAS 7.2K ? 

A4 Both are accepted 

Q5 Regarding compatibility with veeam backup software please advise if compatibility  should be from object storage vendor  or from 
object storage vendor and VEEAM “veeam backup target object” ?   

A5 The Object Storage must be Veeam Ready Certified; the bidder must prove that in the technical proposal. 

Q6 Regarding Object lock which  protects object versions from accidental or malicious deletion such as a ransomware attack , do you 
the  object storage  to be as well compatible from veeam “ veeam backup target object with immutability “? 

 Yes 

Q7 Our object storage use  smart compression , where our object storage employs a smart compression logic where it only 
compresses data that is compressible, saving resources from trying to compress already compressed or in-compressible data, 
however we don’t use deduplication would you please accept ? 

A7 Accepted 

Q8 STS can’t commit on fixed resolution time for failures caused by Original Mother Company  Manufacturer, we can commit on 
response time please approve. 

 Accepted 

Q9 project period might exceed the mentioned period (90 Days ) as our vendors are issuing delay warnings due to Corona Virus 
hindering products timeline. 

 Not Accepted  


